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1. Introduction
The optical transitions of aromatic molecules dissolved in organic glasses are known to be inhomogeneously broadened [I --51. This is due to a quasicontinuous site splitting. Thus, selecting a special site,
say in the region of the 00 transition, by means of narrow band width excitation, a Icmarkable narrowing of
the emission line is possible. Moreover, the shape of a
thus narrowed band reveals the characteristic feature5
known from the emission properties of organic molccules in crystals: the band shows a so-called intense
narrow zero phonon line and a broad phonon wing.
The shape of the phonon wing is strongly related to
the coupling strength between the impurity molecule
and the phonon bath of the medium [6,7]. This paper shows how rhc impurity phonon coupling strength
and the optical band shape depend on the energy of
the emitting site.

2. Experimental
WC iIlVeS.tigated solutions of anthracenc in 2 methyltetrahydrofuran
with various concentrations
between
2 X lo-‘and
10m4M.
The solutions were scaled in small quartz tubes and
inimcrscd in liquid He. The excitation source consists
of a high pressure Xe lamp (450 W) followed by a
prism double monochlomator.
The band width used
was 12 cm-l. The fluorescence signal was detected by
a grating monochromator
(Chromatix CT lG3), a pho32
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in glassy solutions

at 4 K varies continuously

with site

tomultiplier (RCA 7265) and a hetcrodyne lock-in
amplifier (Ithaca). The bandpass of the detecting system was about I5 cm-* . Exciration was carried out
in the region of the 00 rrnnsition between 26000 and
26400 cm-l. ‘rtle various positions of excitation differ
by 100 cm-l. Detection was made on the first quantum of the 1400 cm-l vibration.

3. Result5
The experimental results arc shown in figs. 1 and 3:
The following points susnrnari~e some noteworthy
features:
(1) There is a remarkable change of the band shape
with increasing site energy. Exciting a low site one
gets a rather narrow phonon wing, a maximum of
which outside the zero phonon band is not clearly detectablc. With increasing site energy the phonon wing
is continuously broadened and shows a maximum
(fig. 1).
(2) The distance of the maximum of tlzc phonon
wing from the zero phonon lint increases stronger than
linear with site energy (fig. 2).
(3) Though, within the experimental limitations, the
line width of the zero phonon band dots not change
with the site, the intensity distributioil within the band,
however, changes significantly with the site. In the low
sites a large amount of the total intensity of the band
is in the zero phonon line, while in the high energy sites
most of the intensity goes into the phonon wing.
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Fig. 1. The emhion
lint shape at 4.2 K of the first quantum
vibration da, a function of the site energy.
of tile 1400 cm-’
Exatation
~3% car&d out in the region of the 00 transltmn.
The band width used for excitatmn
and,dctcction
arc shown.

4. Discussion
Optical bandshapes of impurities in a crystal were
treated by several authors, e.g. refs. [6,7]. The emission shape of a special molecule is determined by the
temperature of the system and the coupling strength

between the molecule and the medium. In our case
we may confine the situation to the zero temperature
limit because the width of the sites (12 cm--t) by far
exceed the width due to temperature broadening (3
cm-l). In the linear coupling case [G] the line shape
function for ;I special normal lattice mode qk with
frequency ok is given by
G(E)=,$o

exp(-igk)2($gk)11

(nV1

x 6(E, - nfiwk - Awe - E) .
E, is the energy of the excited

electronic

(1)
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I’ig. 2. The distance of the maximum of ttlc phonon wing
from the zero phonon line as a function of the dlffcrcncc in
the site energy Us. WIC solid hnc is a quadratic tit to the C-C
perimental points.

the frequency of the impurity vibration (1400 cm- * ),
the phonon wing of which we investigate.
The shape function C(E) reaches a maximum, the
distance of which from the zero phonon lint is determined by

n,r&kQ

= :&no,

gk is a ditnensionlcss

to ths displacement
gk = (mk‘+/fi)1’2

=AL$,,,,;,,

-

ia

coupling Constant which iS related
Aqk of the lattice mode ok by
AC& .

rnk is the reduced mass. Aek denotes the equilibrium
position which the lattice mode will assume, when
the impurity tnolecule is promoted to an excited state.
The experimental outcomings show that S2k,,n;Ix
increases with site energy (fig. 1). As a consequence
of cq. (2) the coupling constant & has to increase
with site energy, too. To explain this fact, we remind
that inhomogencous
broadening in the excited state
is caused by an attractive interaction -W(13,{4~ ))
between the impurity and the solvent cage, e.g. a dipole-dipole
or a dispersion interaction
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-Fu(8,CSjl)=“(o) u(Cqj3)
u(O) accounts
dium

for the fact that in an amorphous memolecules
may assume all possible
with respect to the resulting dipole mo-

the impurity
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b& bk denote the phonon creation and destruction
operators in the mode qk_ Taking now into account
the attractive interaction -IU(O, {qj}) which we approximate

by a linear

expansion

around

{Aqi)

ment of the solvent

cage. The consequence
is a quasicontinuous
site splitting.
{q]} denote the normal
model of the solvent cage with respect to the impurity
molecule.

If the impurity molecule is promoted to an excited
state I!>, its geometry and its charge distribution is
aItered. The Izttice molecules, therefore, assume a
new equilibrium position with respect to the ground
state at {A$) (fig. 3).
Considering one active mode qk, the lattice hamiltonian in the excited state is given by
fI$‘k’ =fiGJk(bk+Bk + i)-t :fio&’

x ;’ + E,

2-%o,g&h,+

+ i)k)

.

(3)

+

Ekzcausc the equilibrium
position of the active mode
qk has ChallgCd from A& to Aqk (fig. 3), we obtain

a new coupling constant gk, given by
gk =& - @itt&
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rig. 3. Dcpcndencc of the impurity phonon coupling on the
cncrgy of the site. The attract% intcrac:ior. -W(O,qk) in the
cxcited state and it% linear approximAon
is shown for two
sites. Thr: shift in the equilibrium
position is much larger in
the low site (sitti 1) than III the high site (site 2).
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) -1i2 u(o)(av/a~k)A,k

.

(5)

gi is the coupling

E

,o>

bk)

constant which belongs to the
hamiltonian (3). From cq. (5) we conclude that in a
low site, where u(O) is large, gi is diminished by a considerable amount and, therefore, we have a small
coupling constant gk. On the Other hand, in a high site
u(e) is small. Therefore gk =g;C and gk is large, rcspcctively. Comparing these results with (2) it is clear that
the maximum of the phonon wing shifts apart from
the zero phonon line as the site energy increases (fig.
1).
The model presented concerning the interaction
between the impurity molecule and the solvent cage
as a function of the site energy is based on the assumption that the characteristic features of the active mode,
e.g. the frequency, the reduced mass and the parameter gi, do not depend on the site. These assumptions imply some ordered structure of the solvent
cages in the various sites, at least concerning the active mode.
Within the model considered it follows from (4)
and (5) that a change in the site energy dEs is linearly
related to a change in the coupling constant dgk
d& = [l/u(&$)l

(av/aqk)asic(r’mk~~)-1f2~s
(6)
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Inserting this result in eq. (2) we obtain a relation
between the distance of the maximum of the phonon
wing from the zero phonon line and the difference in
the energy of the excited sites A,&:
szk ,nidx - @,,,,a+
= $ wka2 [(&KS + &z)~

- (&z)~

] .

S2:,inax is the distance of the maximum at the starting point (26000 cm-*, AEs = 0). From fig. 2 we see
that @! ,,.,ax is about 12 cm -I . .gg is the corresponding cou$ing constant. The result above shows that
s2k ,rnaXincreases quadratically with the change in the
site energy Ms. This is just the situation we observe.
In the zero temperature limit it follows from cq. (1)
that the relative amount of intensity in the zero phonon line Gk(0) due to the mode qk is given by
c;,(O)/G

= exp(-$2;)

,

(7)

whcrc G is the total intensity of the band. From (6)
and (7) it is ‘clear that by changing gk to higher values
with increasing site energy, we obtain an exponential
decrease in the relative intensity of the zero phonon
lint (fig. 1):
+(0)/G

= exp[-:@

5. Concluding

+ a AES)21 .

remarks

In this paper we showed that the optical band
shape of anthracene as an impurity molecule in a
glassy medium depends strongly on the energy of the
emitting site. The experimental outcomings were related to a continuous increase of the coupling strength
with increasing site energy. In a low site the phonon
wing shows no nrzxirnum outside the zero phonon
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line, that is gk G 1. In a high site the maximum of the
wing shifts strongly apart from the Lero phonon line,
that iS gk > 1. Therefore, changing the energy of the
emitting site we go from the weak coupling limit
&k < 1) t0 the strong Coupling limit (Sk > 1). AS a
conscquencc not only the optical band shape, but also
the dynamic properties of the impurity may vary in a
systematic way with the energy of the site [lo].
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